Abstract: The road transport system is expanding considerably in developing countries. Villages are connecting to major cities for business, education, health, and many other reasons because of road development and smooth transportation. There has been a rise in the number of road accidents observed, caused by abruptly appearing dividers on roads and a lack of required signage systems. This paper discusses scenarios of accidents due to such abruptly appearing dividers and offers a strategy to design appropriate signage to avoid road accidents in the future. It has been observed that permanent or movable arbitrary fixtures, such as a barricade or a small partition block wall, are installed to separate lanes, in addition to white-colored stripes that are typically employed for lane separation on roads. These fixtures, although they are intended as lane-dividing solutions on roads, cause serious, and at times, fatal accidents, due their sudden, uninitiated appearance on the road. To address this problem, alternative signage designs were designed and tested on Indian roads, based on human cognitive responses and visual attention analysis on signage using an eye-tracking method. In addition, the semantic quality and legibility of alternate signage designs were evaluated using a questionnaire to judge their overall efficacy. Hence, the best signage design solution is proposed for implementation near or before occurrences of road dividers to avoid accidents.
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1. Introduction

Road accidents are on the rise in India for a variety of reasons. Numerous accidents are primarily the result of a disregard for traffic regulations. However, at the same time, several accidents have been reported to have solely resulted from the absence of essential traffic signs and their positions. Traffic management must manage a variety of scenarios on the highways for directing vehicles since the number of roads is significantly increasing. The country’s whole road network has undergone significant expansion, while essential signage systems have not been put in place in accordance with the requirements for vehicles. A professional team must be appointed in order to conduct necessary research and prepare a list of sensitive locations (accident prone zones) and the relevant signage required along the roads. This team must then present their report to the relevant office in order to have specific signage installed at each location.

Some roads are marked using barrier walls, some with cement blocks, and others with painted white stripes on the surface for guiding vehicles—from a solely administrative viewpoint and one of preventing traffic jams and accidents. In the same way as the respective sign is erected at a designated distance before the occurrence of a speed breaker, a warning sign alerting a vehicle driver in advance of an approaching lane divider is essential to help prevent accidents. The visual style of the road signs currently used in India was researched with respect to factors such as shape, color, form, and their recognition by
the driver. Following a thorough analysis, a new sign might be designed and proposed to warn drivers about upcoming road divider objects up ahead. The suggested sign was tested using a sample-based eye-tracking testing method.

Several incidents of vehicle accidents caused by the abrupt appearance of divider objects have gained public attention not only in print and television media, but also on social media. The present authors personally visited such accident sites to document the incidents through photographs taken on a mobile device with a camera. The key reason observed for these disasters was the absence of signs alerting drivers of barriers up ahead. Sometimes, because of their excessive speed, automobiles hit such abruptly appearing dividers with extremely high impact. Such abruptly appearing dividers are not apparent in the dark because of the strong high-beam headlights of vehicles in the opposite lane. Sometimes, a lack of street illumination also contributes to compromising the visibility of such divider objects. In the rainy season, the lights of cars from the opposite lane of the road are appearing on the road and into the eyes of drivers, and this added visual disturbance compounds the existing lack of visibility of dividers, making them undetectable to drivers and causing vehicles to collide with such objects.

Owing to the current lack of proper signage, the general public holds the administration responsible for such mishaps. Lane division is carried out for traffic management and navigation, as well as the separation of heavy and light vehicles. To maintain lane discipline or for administrative purposes, in areas of concern, some barricades or objects are emplaced, but this solution is not functional and results in many accidents near the signals. As published in a report by the Ministry of Transportation (Govt. of India) in 2022, 15,368 road accidents took place, in which 7307 people were killed and 14,829 were injured [1]. One of the studies conducted by the Civil Engineering Department of the Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology (VNIT), India, revealed that inaccurately constructed dividers placed at erroneous positions are disrupting the steady flow of traffic and are a major cause (70%) for road accidents in Nagpur, India [2]. Although there are many studies conducted on signage in commercial places, comparatively fewer studies have been conducted in the area of traffic signage in India. It is also noticed that eye-tracking systems have not been utilized for studies of traffic signage in the past. Hence, an attempt was made to design and validate Indian road signage with special reference to signs indicating dividers ahead, as these are one of the major causes of Indian road accidents.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Road Accidents and Signage System

It has been observed that, unfortunately, despite incredible health advancements, RTIs are now among the top 10 fatalities worldwide. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), RTIs are to blame for 20% of the worldwide daily deaths attributable to injury. RTIs will rise to the third-most significant global cause of daily deaths by 2020 from their current ranking of ninth [3]. It was found that the costs of road accidents represent 3% of the GDP. The number of fatal accidents increased steadily between 2000 and 2018, rising from 1.15 million to 1.35 million. Around the world, traffic accidents are a serious problem. One of the main causes of road accidents is irresponsible driving, which is innately influenced by infrastructure and traffic conditions, among other things [4]. A study conducted by scholars, specifically for Pune city, stated that for better traffic management, installing suitable signs in accordance with IRC 67-2012 would be a good solution. The presence of lane management is a key element in controlling traffic in any city, and Pune’s lack of an adequate lane management system is a key factor contributing to traffic congestion [5].

It was observed that when dealing with countries like India, the signage system for public spaces must address both the issues of multilingualism and illiteracy. A widely accepted solution is to incorporate graphic symbols in the signs. The visual symbols are created to be straightforward and useful for visual communication. A designer must use his or her judgment when choosing the language (text), an appropriate graphic symbol, the back-
ground and foreground color scheme, proportioning, size, and placement of the signage to make it serve its purpose for all—literate, illiterate, persons with physical disabilities, and populations of the local region and other regions who may have temporarily migrated [6]. From a study, it can be said that signs are more likely to be understood by drivers from various cultural backgrounds if they adhere to global ergonomic design standards. To improve comprehension, particularly for drivers who have never seen a particular sign before, sign design should be influenced by accepted ergonomics concepts [7]. It is observed that road user safety, driving effectiveness, and overall traffic flow are all impacted by drivers’ capacity to pay attention to both traffic direction and regulation signs while operating a vehicle. When developing traffic regulation and road direction signs, several variables must be considered (such as color, writing size, light reflection, and contrast), but the most important one is whether drivers will understand and use the information. The capacity of humans to process information quickly is limited. The short-term memory capacity of the driver will rapidly become overloaded by the amount of information on traffic signs, leading to omissions [8].

Traffic sign identification is a difficult example where the algorithms must deal with real-time limitations, high accuracy requirements, and naturally complex and dynamic situations. Therefore, a variety of methodologies for the detection and recognition of traffic signs have been proposed due to their great industrial relevance [9].

Road signs are made to be visible and understandable to human drivers using color, shape, iconography, and text according to well-defined design principles. A subset of traffic signs that are extremely similar to one another is created when signs with the same general meaning, like the numerous speed limits, share a shared general appearance [10]. Work is carried out regarding human behavior to make sure that information design and orientation are mostly seen subliminally, providing consumers a sense of assurance that they are moving in the right path [11]. Instead of relying on algorithms, designers must have a thorough understanding of how to use color to create efficient wayfinding solutions [12]. The pictogram should always have a clear area around it to separate it from surrounding items [13,14]. Given that it deals with shape, size, colors, and lettering styles, the word “design” should refer to the entire sign. Some shapes may be eliminated depending on how much copy needs to be on a sign [15]. If an icon has many small features or is elaborate, it is considered complex; if it has few elements or few details, it is considered simple. Evidently, meaning refers to how significant individuals consider icons to be. The degree of similarity between what is portrayed on an icon and what it is meant to represent is known as semantic distance. It is found that because traffic signs are not standardized globally, their ability to be guessed at by potential users is crucial [16].

It is advised that for visual alert signals, light displays are required at intersections to mark the locations of signboards showing speed limits and other traffic regulations, such as pedestrian safety. Different speed modifications are needed for different types of roads and locations. Therefore, using signboards placed at regular road intervals, riders should be made aware of the steps by making sure they are plainly visible [17]. The criteria and guidelines for a systematic and effective signage say that it must draw attention or be obvious, be readable from a distance that is acceptable, frequently be readable when just briefly observed, and be readable in poor lighting. When alternative perspectives could have poor legibility distance, side views of some symbols, like cars, are appropriate. Depending on the message and sign layout, several perspectives are required, but when a choice is available, side views are the best [18]. It is observed that to ensure proper visibility, road signs should be positioned such that they are visible to all road users. The road sign should be positioned correctly in relation to the area, object, or circumstance to which it pertains in order to help express the intended meaning. The road sign’s placement and legibility should be such that it gives drivers enough time to react [19].

The installation of traffic signs and road markings is crucial for preventing traffic conflicts, accidents, and serious injuries by providing drivers and other road users with key information such as warnings, instructions, and directions. Therefore, for successful
communication with drivers and pedestrians utilizing the road, traffic signs and markings should be clear, precise, and simple to interpret [20]. Application areas for traffic sign recognition include autonomous driving, urban scene awareness, driver aid and safety, and even sign monitoring for maintenance. Given that signs are distinctive, stiff, and created to be easily seen by vehicles, with limited variation in appearance, it is a reasonably confined task [21].

A study showed that many factors, including the types of information on traffic signs, their information volume and comprehensibility, the behavioral characteristics of drivers, the geometric features of roadways, and weather and visibility conditions, have a significant impact on the effectiveness and performance of traffic guide signs at intersections [22]. In a study involving safety signs, it was discovered that people could more accurately predict the meaning of signs when they were well known, concrete, clear, and significant, as well as when the signs were connected to the underlying ideas [23].

2.2. Traffic Signs and Accident Possibilities

The roads are divided into various lanes to maintain some discipline on roadways for the smooth functioning of vehicles. To understand the proposed signage system, various road maps and accident possibilities are described and discussed here. The road is divided into two lanes—the left lane and right lane (please see Figure 1). The left or right lane is then separated into multiple lanes to channelize the lanes for various requirements and maintain a systematic approach to traffic.

Figure 1. Road lanes, footpaths, street lights, and divider as infrastructure to understand the road and possibilities on Indian roadways.

Possibility 1: The road is divided into two parts—left lane and right lane. On main roads, these roadways are further divided into fast or slow lanes by painting white strips directly onto the road. On some roads, there is a provision for dual carriage way dividers that divide the road into two parts. They have available signage for the same. However, it has been observed that this division on some roads is achieved with a white painted strip. In places where the road is narrow, or there is a bridge, the navigable roadway is divided by separators into separate lanes to avoid vehicular congestion. These fixed objects placed immediately after the white painted strip on the road become a major cause for vehicular accidents due to low visibility of these structures, especially after the painted white strips.
Possibility 2: On some roads, an over- or under bridge is installed to avoid haphazard pedestrian crossing, save time, and structure traffic on cross roads and signals. The fixed object or barricade that separates the bridge from the main lane becomes an obstruction to the steady flow of traffic, due to lack of visibility (refer to Figure 2).

Figure 2. Actual image from the location, how an accident takes place on a divider.

Possibility 3: For smooth functioning of local transport systems such as buses and ambulances, there is a separate lane on some roads. In the state of Maharashtra, in India, such lanes are called BRT lanes (Public Transport Buses Lane). To create a demarcation of these special lanes from the free flow lanes, barricades or walls are constructed. The main purpose of these lanes is to ensure smooth functioning of BRT buses, regulate traffic, and ensure fast and smooth public services.

Possibility 4: Separate lanes are constructed on some roads to connect villages or to avoid local traffic on fast-flowing main roads. These lanes are called service roads.

For the aforementioned conditions, dividers have been installed to further channelize the flow of traffic and help navigate the roadways in a systematic manner. Unfortunately, these separators have become a major cause for roadside accidents. This can mainly be attributed to the ignorance of installing “Divider Ahead” signage to alert incoming traffic of such installations. To alert the users, a separate visual signage system is thus required.

The proposed signage system is developed by referring to the current signage system visual language. The Traffic Signage System document published by the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, Government of India, is studied to further understand the specifications and technical aspects of roadway signage systems in India. Some samples from the same are documented (refer to Figure 3).

The system feels that the installation of temporary signs on the very front of the divider completes their responsibility of alerting vehicles to the obstructions, as mentioned above in possibilities 1, 2, and 3. One lane continues on the ground level and the other lane continues as a flyover bridge. This particular observation was made at an actual location and inspired deep study and analysis of the cause of divider-related accidents; please refer to Figure 2.

There are many instructions and guidelines available from the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, Government of India, regarding the road and its related construction and maintenance guidelines. The study was conducted so as to maintain the same visual language for the new proposed signs to alert vehicles to sudden dividers or obstructions on the road.
The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways [2], Government of India, make available the guidelines for signage installation and also publish annual reports. These are available on their website. Please find below one of the samples, prescribed for signage sizes for local agencies or concerned departments while installing/preparing the signs on the road. The same book lists all necessary specifications to the visual guide of the signs. Some visual signs are listed below to highlight the particular shapes of the board, colors, sizes, and technical specifications as mentioned by the Ministry; please refer to Figure 3.

These signs are selected directly from the document to study the arrow size specifications, color palette, technical aspects of grid and layout of the sign, etc. Viewing distance specifications ensure that optimum distance is maintained for the user to view the sign, perceive the information, and subsequently follow the instruction specified. The graphic aspect in all signs is optimized and simplified for the user to quickly grasp the information. The red colored borders bring attention to the sign. The white background with the red and black elements maintains sufficient contrast to ensure ease of viewing from a distance. The sign installation departments from respective states follow all these guidelines to support similarity and consistency in all signs throughout the country. With careful research carried out on the existing signage system, the new signs proposed are designed while keeping in mind the preservation of consistency in the prevailing visual language.

2.3. Divider between the Roads for Separating Lanes

The road is mainly divided into two parts (refer to Figure 1). In some cases, there are one-way roads that are further divided into sub-lanes. Roadways are also divided for left- or right-side villages through connectivity lanes. Such lanes are mainly required on National Highways where local villages are located on either side of the main roads. The road is also divided near the signals for left turn. The various conditions and scenarios captured here are discussed in the detailed study.

2.3.1. Lane Separated for Local Bus Rapid Transit Route (BRT), by Pune Municipal Corporation

According to Possibility 1 mentioned above, in some parts of developed cities, there is a separate lane for public transport buses for fast and smooth operation of traffic. Due to insufficient width of the divided space provided for a “Bus Lane”, in some cases, buses move within the common channel instead of the separate lane. These are made with metal or constructed barricade dividers or fixed objects. Such dividers are sudden interferences in the flow of traffic due to their placement in the middle of the road. No visibility of the same often creates collisions and multiple vehicle pile-ups.
To alert the oncoming traffic of such obtrusions, some flat board or panel with strips is installed. These plates usually accumulate dust, which affects visibility. In Figure 4, the current scenario, the plate is installed to separate the lane, and the graphical representation of the proposed signs is represented digitally for “Divider Ahead Alert”. To alert vehicles about the BRT route, the current solutions are also displayed in Figure 5.

![Divider Ahead Alert signage samples with the current scenario and graphical representation in Figure 6.](image)

**Figure 4.** The multiple solutions seen on roads to show dividers. The current signage is displayed in the right part of the image within the red circle.

![The BRT Lane separates the local bus lane from the main lane.](image)

**Figure 5.** The BRT Lane separates the local bus lane from the main lane.

2.3.2. Lane Divided Due to over- or under Bridge on the Road

According to the possibility mentioned in the heading, on some roads there are over- or under bridge. Some vehicles choose to avail the bridge, to bypass the pedestrian crossings and save time. To separate the lane for the bridge and the left lane connecting to the underpass or local adjacent village, dividers are constructed and installed. The bridge wall itself plays the role of “Lane Separator Wall” on such roads. The concerned departments fail to display permanent alert signs in some areas where there is some kind of divider lane ahead. Such ignorance results in many accidents due to the abruptness of these dividers on the road. To alert the user of such dividers, this paper proposes some “Divider Ahead Alert” signage samples with the current scenario and graphical representation in Figure 6.

![Divider Ahead Alert signage samples with the current scenario and graphical representation in Figure 6.](image)
Ahead Alert" signage samples with the current scenario and graphical representation in Figure 6.

Figure 6. (a) Example of Possibility 1: Lack of signage alerting incoming traffic of road diversion due to onset of overbridge wall. A strong visual signage system is required to alert users at least 1 km before the separator wall and control the speed of the vehicle. To strengthen the alertness of drivers, one more sign needs to be installed near the divider spot as well. (b) Lack of signage alerting incoming traffic of the sudden divider to avoid traffic jams. A strong proposed visual signage system is required to alert users.

2.3.3. Separator to Divide Lanes

Sometimes lines are drawn on both sides of the road separator or dividers, generally to prevent confusion about the direction, causing a traffic jam.

Although there are studies on safety and exit signs using eye-tracking [24] and evaluation of signage using eye-tracking techniques [25], hardly any studies address the negative consequences of improper application of divider caution signs.

3. Methodology

3.1. Divider Alert Signage Design for Possible Solution

According to the guidelines for road signage, some visuals were developed as a solution to solve the problem. While designing these visuals, considerations were made for simplicity of form, ease of understanding or visual perception in minimum time, the variation of language of users, etc. To alert the vehicles well in advance, the proposed signage is recommended to be displayed around 200 m before the divider.

The Divider Ahead Alert Sign is a special sign for vehicles to avoid accidents. The handbook published by the Indian Government and concerned departments does not list design guidelines for such signs. The technical aspects of the proposed sign shape and color
are referenced from the same book. This sample helps the user to control the speed and be alert while approaching the divider or any object installed ahead. The signage design proposal was also tested with end-users using a questionnaire and eye-tracking method.

3.1.1. Existing Signage Solutions

In the current scenario, to avoid accidents and alert vehicles, the local Traffic Administration Departments have installed vertical rectangular-shaped, yellow and black striped sheets next to the dividers or the object to alert vehicles. The current solution is a temporary arrangement and is only established on required locations. This solution is varied and installed in various sizes. Before proposing the new system, the previous solution was studied and is displayed here, please see Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Current signage system placed before the divider to alert the users.](image)

3.1.2. Proposed Signage

- Sample 1: Divider Ahead

There is another scenario where the road is divided into two parts or lanes are created for left-side diversion due to an over bridge. All vehicles move on the same path and they maintain some speed. When they overtake or wish to change lane, the assumption is that the road might be in steady continuation. Sudden obstructions in the form of barricades cause vehicular collisions. The vehicle must be alerted of the sudden divider in advance with some form of signage (please see Figure 8). The proposed signage in Figure 8 aims to provide a conclusive solution for indicating the divider ahead and alerting an approaching vehicle with the necessary graphic elements and giving adequate time to take action, thereby reducing roadside accidents.

![Figure 8. Proposed signage (Sample 1) to provide the users with the “Divider Ahead Alert”.](image)
• Sample 2: For Divider Ahead Alert Sign

There is another scenario where the road is functional from both sides and at some part of dividing the road, a divider is created. Such cases are usually observed after stretches of a steady continued road followed by an over bridge. This causes the road to be diverted into two segments by dividers. In such situations, the user needs to be alerted at least 200 m before the divider by the installation of a “Divider Ahead Alert” sign with the recommended specifications (please see Figure 9).

![Figure 9. Proposed signage (Sample 2) for directing vehicles.](image)

• Sample 3: For Divider Ahead Alert Sign

The third solution for the “Divider Ahead Alert” sign is rendered with actual vehicle and wall representative graphics in it. In this sign, the car is crashing into the divider. In the Indian scenario, the divider is continuously placed during road development projects to help vehicles channel their routes. The red-colored blasting stroke indicates a crash, thereby alerting the user to such a possibility. The graphic showcasing the crash of the car into the divider alerts the user about the divider ahead and helps them control the speed when they are on such roads. It further ensures that the vehicle takes care when approaching the divider and safely passes through the channelized route. The text “DIVIDER AHEAD” is part of the sign on the top and is further emphasized with local language at the bottom to help a variety of users. To maintain the continuity of size and color specification in individual signs, the visual language is continued overall (please see Figure 10).

![Figure 10. Proposed signage (Sample 3) for alerting the vehicles about upcoming dividers.](image)
The above proposed signage samples were tested with the eye-tracking test method with selected users. The actual study of the locations where roadside accidents take place required such indications for vehicles. The appropriate sign definitely helps the vehicle with deciding the path and speed by following all road safety instructions through the use of a functional signage system.

3.2. Participants and Demographic Details

For the study of the proposed signage system and the existing signs, a mixture of discussion and digital survey was utilized. The proposed signage samples were sent to multiple participants. Please see Figure 11. The data gathered were then compiled together to be analyzed. Some information was also collected to study the respondents’ information. The reader can find the questionnaire along with the respondents’ responses below in percentages in the form of pie charts.

![Figure 11. Signage visual samples prepared for the test.](image)

The respondents’ details for the questionnaire study, especially the age group, was recorded as information. Driving licenses are issued after 18 years of age. Accordingly, the age groups studied are as follows: from 18 to 25, 26 to 35, 36 to 45, 46 to 55 and above 55 years of age. The response of each age group was recorded. Please see Figure 12 for the age group information details.

![Figure 12. Age groups of respondents.](image)

There was a predominance of male drivers in the study. It was noted that there was a noteworthy contribution from independent female drivers. For the study purpose, the respondents’ details were recorded on a gender basis too (refer to Figure 13).
Figure 12. Age groups of respondents.

There was a predominance of male drivers in the study. It was noted that there was a noteworthy contribution from independent female drivers. For the study purpose, the respondents' details were recorded on a gender basis too (refer to Figure 13).

Figure 13. Information about the respondents' gender.

A total of 15 participants were included in the eye-tracking study (67% were male and 34% were female). The average age was around 42.56 years and they had driving experience of 5–12 years.

3.3. Measures and Questionnaire Study

In this study, the 40 participants were asked to respond to a psychometric questionnaire (see Table 1). The questionnaire had three measures: (1) legibility of signage, (2) understanding, and (3) effectiveness of the communication of signage. The researchers presented both the existing and proposed signs to respondents and collected responses for a total of five signs (two existing and three novel signs), as presented in Figure 12.

Table 1. Measures for checking quality of signage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel this signage is appropriate to explain the meaning “divider ahead”</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand the meaning of divider ahead by seeing this sign.</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can intuitively understand the meaning “divider ahead” when see this signage.</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This signage is not helping me to understand that there is a “divider ahead”.</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The graphic symbols used in this signage are clearly visible.</td>
<td>Legibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The text used in this signage is clearly visible.</td>
<td>Legibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic elements used in this signage are not clearly visible.</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This signage is clearly readable and is associated with the intended meaning—“divider ahead”.</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The signage is visually appropriate.</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This signage is designed effectively for a local context.</td>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Eye Tracking Study

The eye-tracking study was conducted using the trial version of the Real-Eye, a cloud-based eye-tracking system. All the stimuli were prepared using the same cloud-based software and presented for 5 s during the eye-tracking trial with an inter stimulus interval of 1 s. All signage clues were randomly presented automatically on a computer screen in a studio setup using Real-Eye. The computer resolution and configuration were kept constant for all participants during the experiment (screen size: 22 inches, aspect ratio: 16:9, 64 bits Windows 10 system). To determine and compare eye-tracking-related parameters such as fixation counts, fixation duration, etc., a total of five predetermined areas of interest were selected on each type of symbol (two existing and three proposed) to check the attentional properties of the novel signs. To observe the pattern of visual attention, a heat map analysis was also performed.
4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Results of Questionnaire Study

The respondents gave inputs for all five signage samples (see Figure 11). For effective communication, the variation was recorded from respondents (please see Figure 14).

![Figure 14. Variations in effective communication.](image)

The mean values of the effective communication of Sign 3 and Sign 5 were significantly higher than Sign 1 and 2 ($p < 0.05$). The mean value of the effective communication of Sign 4 was significantly higher than Sign 1, whereas it was significantly lower than Sign 3 ($p < 0.05$). There was no significant difference in mean value of effective communication when the mean values of signs 5, 3 and 4 ($p > 0.05$) were compared.

The mean values of the legibility of signs 3, 4, and 5 were significantly higher than signs 1 and 2 ($p < 0.05$). There was a significant difference in mean legibility score when mean values were compared for signs 5, 3, and 4 ($p > 0.05$) (please see Figure 15).

![Figure 15. Mean variations in legibility.](image)

4.2. Results of Eye-Tracking Study

In the eye-tracking study, the attention of participants was distributed over various sign, as presented in the heatmap (Figure 16). When five signs were presented together for the eye-tracking study, we found that participants paid most of their attention to Sign 5. Heat maps were predominantly centered around Sign 5, as represented in Figure 16. Hence,
it is clear from the heatmap analysis that Sign 5 was the most attractive and people were more attentive towards it. Therefore, if Sign 5 was implemented, there is a higher chance of reduction of accidents due to sudden dividers with or without existing signs by creating alertness to road safety.

![Heatmap analysis for traffic signs used in the eye-tracking study.](image)

**Figure 16.** Heatmap analysis for traffic signs used in the eye-tracking study.

There was a significant difference in mean values of average fixation counts due to variations in design of traffic signs ($F(4) = 3.711$, $p = 0.006$, $\eta^2 = 0.066$, OP = 0.88) (please refer to the mean variation of fixation counts for various signs in Figure 17). Also, there was a significant difference in mean values of total fixation counts (see Figure 18) due to variations in number of exposures or arrangements of signage in stimuli ($F(2) = 3.039$, $p = 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.028$, OP = 0.58). The mean value of total fixation counts of Sign 5 was significantly higher than signs 1 and 2 ($p < 0.05$). However, there was no record of significant differences in other eye-tracking variables (fixation duration, first fixation duration, visit counts, and revisits per count) due to variations in design of traffic signs and variations in number of exposures or arrangements of signage in stimuli ($p > 0.05$).

![Mean variations in average fixations counts per AOI.](image)

**Figure 17.** Mean variations in average fixations counts per AOI.
The first fixation duration per AOI was highest in the case of Sign 5 and lowest in the case of Sign 1 (see Figure 19). Similarly, visit counts per AOI were also highest in the case of Sign 5 and lowest in the case of Sign 1 (see Figure 20). The mean revisit counts per AOI was found to be highest in the case of Sign 5 and lowest in the case of Sign 1 (see Figure 21). All of these results indicate that Sign 5 is more attractive and might be more meaningful in the pursuit of preventing accidents due to dividers.

4.3. Results of Conjoint Analysis

The signage samples communicated to the selected users from various age group and genders to test the five specific criteria are listed in Table 2. As researchers received varied responses for the selection of signs (Sign 3 was the most prominent in the case of the questionnaire study but Sign 5 stood out in the eye-tracking study), a conjoint analysis was conducted to understand the overall score for both signs and select the most prominent one of the two. From the conjoint analysis results, it was observed that, overall, Sign 5 stands out, as the sum and average normalized scores for Sign 5 were greater than those of Sign 3.
4.3. Results of Conjoint Analysis

The signage samples communicated to the selected users from various age groups and genders to test the five specific criteria are listed in Table 2. As researchers received varied responses for the selection of signs (Sign 3 was the most prominent in the questionnaire study but Sign 5 stood out in the eye-tracking study), a conjoint analysis was conducted to understand the overall score for both signs and select the most prominent one of the two. From the conjoint analysis results, it was observed that, overall, Sign 5 scored higher than Sign 3.

Table 2. Results of conjoint analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Normalized Values (Out of 100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sign 3</td>
<td>Sign 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Communication</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legibility</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixation Count</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixation Duration</td>
<td>160.95</td>
<td>195.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Fixation Duration</td>
<td>165.52</td>
<td>234.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count per AOI</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisits Count per AOI</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

The legibility of traffic signs depends on the text and traffic symbols used in the signs [26]. In addition, the comprehension of signs depends on the understanding of meaning and effective communication of traffic symbols [27,28]. In this study, the novel signs for “Dividers Ahead Alert” were tested based on legibility and effective communication. It was found that many of these proposed signs (Sign 3 and Sign 5) were legible and effectively communicated the desired meanings better than the existing signs (Sign 1 and Sign 2). Such visual plates are required to bring real-time application to avoid accidents due to road...
dividers installed on steady continued roads. The required signage system display is the duty of the concerned traffic department. Members with expertise in the topic must be appointed in this department. They must collect the necessary reports through deep study and analysis of road- and signage-related issues.

In the eye-tracking study, it was observed that the highest number of fixations and fixation duration were for Sign 5, indicating that it has comparatively more attention-grabbing characteristics. When signs containing more information (loaded with more content) and unfamiliar elements were exposed to the participants, they systematically produced the longest overall and average fixation and gazing durations. On the contrary, other research says that if the object is more attractive [29], interesting [30], less confusing [31], and quickly searchable [32], it might have more fixation counts and longer fixation duration. In this study, it was observed that the signs having more legibility and effective communication scores also had higher numbers of fixation counts and fixation duration. Hence, Sign 3 and Sign 5 were of higher prominence than the existing signs (Sign 1 and Sign 2). When these signs were compared on the basis of conjoint analysis, it was observed that Sign 5 is the best sign to represent a divider ahead to prevent the possibility of road accidents due to sudden dividers.

The current signs or the temporary solutions to alert users about a divider ahead are insufficient. Many times, the concerned local departments have tried to find temporary solutions, and such solutions may continue into regularization. The current study was specifically focused to find a functional solution. The functionality of the proposed plate needs to be tested at actual locations. It was also noted that the temporary solution installation in the changing digital scenario in the industry now requires the use of additional technology in the signage display domain. After display of the plates, the complete lack of signs is another issue for the system. Solutions for this specific problem can be found by using AI (artificial intelligence) or digital detection or tracking solutions to maintain the plates at places. The current proposed signage is a solution to alert the vehicles about a divider ahead.

6. Conclusions

The sign samples were tested with users and the analysis of the eye-tracking test was documented. From conjoint analysis results, it was observed that, overall, Sign 5 is the best, as the sum and average normalized scores for Sign 5 were greater than those of Sign 3 (see Table 2). Hence, in this study, a better road sign was designed, validated, and proposed for implementation to prevent accidents due to sudden divides in Indian roads. The eye-tracking method was applied for the validation of the proposed signage, and the contingency method was first applied to check the suitability of the road signage. However, the newly developed eye-tracking method, which is integrated with a mixed-reality device, could also be applied in the near future to test the signs in a mixed-reality traffic environment.

The proposed signage proposal is a requirement on the road but is overlooked by the concerned transportation department of the government body. The sensitivity toward the said issue needs to be resolved by taking necessary action. As mentioned above, the current paper focused on highlighting the issue of accidents due to sudden dividers on the road. After the study and analysis of the proposed solution, we offer some conclusion points after the above discussion. The sudden divider is placed on the road to channelize vehicles. Such systems help in diverting traffic, but also become the reason for resulting accidents (see Figure 2). To avoid such accidents, there needs to be signs installed at least 200 m before the divider starts to alerts the vehicles (see Figures 5–7).

The survey and analysis need to be conducted on actual users after the display of the proposed signage on the road and documented in the report after implementing them on roads. The particular place where the continuous accidents are happening needs to be used as a case study or sample study, and regular checks must happen at that location by installing such signage with actual users. The improvement must be checked after a
defined duration after the implementation of the proposed signage. The proposed signage needs to be tested on actual roads in various places and scenarios. Afterwards, a survey needs to be implemented throughout the country to help vehicles navigate the roadways safely and avoid accidents on the road through alertness to road conditions. We must emplace “Divider Ahead Alert” signage where applicable.

7. Practical Implication

The current scenario is very critical on many roads due to ignorance of signage system placements on respective locations, resulting in regular accidents. The proposed signs will help the user safely control the vehicle and take necessary action on the road to direct the vehicles. The local accident spots, due to some object installed on the road for any reason, need to be identified. There is a requirement to appoint a separate team for such study and implement these systems at particular locations. Users need to be educated on the importance of signage, specifically through schooling techniques. In addition, animated LED-based signs could also be implemented in the future, as research says that animated symbols attract people towards looking at these symbols.
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